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Introduction:

Over the course of the coronavirus pandemic, millions of individuals quarantined,

socially distanced, and changed their day to day lives. This forced change allowed for

all peoples to watch the nightly news only to see the police killing of George Floyd. This

was unfortunately, not an isolated incident, but rather one incident in a series of police

involved killings of unarmed citizens. George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Daunte Wright,

Andrew Brown, and Ma’Khia Bryant were all Black Americans killed by law enforcement

within one year. These highly publicized events sparked waves of Black Lives Matter

national protests against police brutality, killings, and shootings of Black Americans.

Social media users quickly pointed to double standards of police treatment of unarmed

Black Americans versus the treatment of highly armed and in some cases convicted

domestic terrorists as was the case for Dylan Roof. This perfect storm of high publicity,

video coverage of the disparate treatment, and history of violence has resulted in calls

for reform, defunding, and even total abolition of law enforcement have now entered the

public domain. What many activists thought could be a punctuated equilibrium moment

in American police reform turned into another day. Black Americans are still at a higher

risk of being involved in a police shooting in addition to being geographically located in

over policed areas.

Yet, Black Americans are not the only historically excluded population to have

issues with police violence and brutality. Latinx, Asian, women, and LGBTQIA

populations have all had a history of less than respectful experiences with law

enforcement. In particular, LGBTQIA communities have a similar historical experience

with Black Americans, as they were subject to several police brutality cases in the form
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of violent raids such as Stonewall in New York City but also throughout the United

States. Women who are victims of sexual violence are not taken seriously when

attempting to report the crime. As the United States diversifies its communities with

Black, Brown, and Queer people, jurisdictions of law enforcement must also diversify to

meet the challenges all peoples face. Despite the diversification of law enforcement

agencies since the mid 20th century, the field of policing is still dominated by cisgender

heterosexual white men. This demographic domination runs the potential of

permanently isolating victims of historically marginalized communities from the public

agency they need to receive justice.

Police reform is a hot topic among scholars, activists, and lawmakers and the

type of reform can vary dramatically depending on the jurisdiction the agency is within.

Public trust in a government agency is key to its ability to operate efficiently and

effectively. Due to the historical relationship between law enforcement and marginalized

groups, such as communities of color, Queer communities, and even women, there is a

deep mistrust of law enforcement. What are the root causes of this contemporary

mistrust? Can this mistrust be mitigated or alleviated through various reforms? To

answer these questions, a historical look into police practices toward various groups of

Americans, as well as an internal organizational analysis of police departments must be

done. As gender based, sex based, and race-based crimes rise, police practices both

internally and externally must be examined to reverse the rise of these crimes.

There is an internal cultural crisis in American policing. One that prioritizes and

elevates a specific type of white heterosexist masculinity. Policing, in its current form

holds issues internally and externally, which in turns makes meaningful reforms more
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difficult. External issues of policing include how the police interact with differing

communities and internal issues include agency culture and accountability. The aim of

this research piece is threefold. The first goal is to establish a historical pattern which

illustrates a clear intention to criminalize the “other” which results in the centering of

white heterosexist masculinity as the definitive archetypal personality for law

enforcement officers. The second goal will illustrate the ineffectiveness of diversification

reforms to combat the dominance of the white heterosexist masculinity by highlighting

the struggles of minority officers within the department. Upon the establishment of law

enforcement agencies’ inability to internally reform itself through diversification

practices, the final aim of this analysis will bring forth a theoretical discussion to

establish external policy recommendations which could mitigate the effects of this

dominant white heterosexist masculinity plaguing modern American policing.

Theories and Concepts: Organizational Culture, Performativity, and Habitus

To establish and analyze white heterosexist masculinity within law enforcement

agencies, a theoretical and conceptual foundation is needed. Three separate fields of

study will assist in establishing the foundation. First, within the academic field of public

administration, scholars and analysts rely heavily on organizational culture theory.

Second, feminist scholarship often utilizes Judith Butler’s theory of gender

performativity. Finally,  French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu coined the term habitus to

explain gender relationships and power dynamics. The intention is to utilize a

combination of theories and concepts to analyze law enforcement agencies to establish

a white heterosexist masculinity as a crisis in US Law enforcement, not to run a series

of qualitative research tests using each theory or concept to explain the crisis.
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Organizational culture theorists and institutional theorists often debate one

another in their ideas and concepts, yet the core of their analyses overlap. Both are vital

foundational lenses to evaluate law enforcement agencies. As it stands currently within

the literature, Hatch and Zilber (2012) state, “institutional scholars define institutions as

shared systems of meanings composed in discourses which ‘constitute institutions by

defining the taken-for-granted structures, practices and beliefs in a specific field.’

Meanwhile, organizational cultures and values concerning how the world works and

how people can work together within it to achieve their collective goals,” (pg. 95). Due to

the highly public nature of law enforcement, not only as a public agency, but also one of

the few governmental agencies humans have the most contact with, it is impossible to

separate the organizational culture from the institutional literature. They must be applied

together.

Scholars studying law enforcement, even on the periphery, established policing

as a highly masculinized career, essentially gendering the work and the position as

male. Purvis and Blanco (2020) describe police departments as in-group and state

“police officers and police departments then build a culture of support and silence on top

of a foundation of hegemonic masculinity and hypermasculine performance” (pg. 1515).

This hyper masculinity is thus constructed and the values encompassing it are fortified

within organizations and institutions, however it needs to be analyzed beyond them as

well. Butler’s concept of performativity acts as a key tool with which to analyze highly

gendered fields of work. Butler (2009) describes performativity as “a certain kind of

enactment; the ‘appearance’ of gender is often mistaken as a sign of its internal or

inherent truth; gender is prompted by obligatory norms to be one gender or the other,
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and the reproduction of gender is thus always a negotiation with power; and finally,

there is no gender without this reproduction of norms” (pg. i). Butler (2011) goes on to

say in another piece that “performativity must be understood not as a singular or

deliberate ‘act,’ but, rather, as the reiterative and citational practice by which discourse

produces the effects it names,” (pg. 2). Applying this concept of performativity and

combining it with organizational culture theory, not only is masculinity pseudo

subconsciously enacted but it must be repeated over time.

In a similar vein, Bourdieu (1992) introduces the concept of habitus which he

defines as “systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures

predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles which generate

and organize practices and representations that can be objectively adapted to their

outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery of

the operations necessary in order to attain them” (pg. 53). Beyond the discursive

maundering, Bourdieu’s habitus can be applied to gender as a “natural” force, not in the

sense that “natural” is inherent truth, but rather “natural” in the sense of its pseudo

subconscious creations and reproductive trajectory across time and space. Bourdieu

goes on to state “the habitus, a product of history, produces individual and collective

practices, more history, in accordance with the schemes generated by history” (pg. 54).

Again, applied to an organization such as law enforcement, a distinct form of

masculinity can be a pattern of repetition, rooted in a historical point which then

reproduces itself below a level of consciousness, yet it is not inherent truth.

These three frameworks can and should be utilized to give an in-depth historical

account of how the white heterosexist masculinity came to establish itself within US law
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enforcement and describe why it is able to continuously reproduce itself despite

conscious internal diversification efforts. Bourdieu (1998) applies habitus to a gendered

division of labor stating “the constancy of habitus that results from this is thus one of the

most important factors in the relative constancy of the structure of the sexual division of

labour: because these principles are, in their essentials, transmitted from body to body,

below the level of consciousness and discourse, to a large extent they are beyond the

grip of conscious control and therefore not amenable to transformations or corrections;

moreover, being objectively orchestrated, they confirm and reinforce one another” (pg.

95). This division of labor, in relation to law enforcement cannot be seen only in

gendered terms, but also in racial heterosexist terms as well. This form of masculinity

within law enforcement cannot be separated from race, sexual orientation, or gender

identity due to the political power law enforcement holds within American society. When

examining law enforcement and establishing its historical beginnings, the police are not

simply men, but rather they are cisgender heterosexual white men, making the policed a

categorical “other,” which will be established in the next section.

External Issues: Criminalizing the “Other”

The first external issue of the crisis in American policing is the history of policies

targeting marginalized and excluded communities. American history is plagued with

numerous policy mechanisms that deliberately targeted communities of color, women,

and gender and sexual minorities. The chief enforcement of those policies were police

at the local level, meaning police have a sociocultural power over all non-police.

Hanhardt (2013), illustrates some of the historical targeting for Queer populations dating

back to the 1960’s where “anti-sodomy laws still existed in many states, including New
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York, and crossed racial and class lines, in their letter, if not in their uneven

enforcement; in addition, laws against lewdness, vagrancy, solicitation, and cross

dressing routinely used to target a wide range of sexual and gender non-normative

people” (pg. 5). Furthermore, although these same laws were used to target Queer

people, “most often they were applied to those also targeted along other lines

significantly, race and class,” illustrating a common bond between racial minorities and

Queer populations as it relates to police harassment, brutality, and violence (pg. 5).

In many states and jurisdictions, police harassment of lesbians and gay men

weren’t done in just the form of raids in Queer spaces, but rather through undercover

work. Stewart-Winter (2015), states “gay men most often risk police action when

plainclothes officers, who have been sent to monitor bars under cover, witnessed men

dancing together, kissing, touching, or ‘soliciting’ sex,” with the understanding that police

had very wide discretion to determine what laws, if any were being violated. Walker

(1993), finds police discretion to be an unavoidable reality, allowing for certain officers to

use incredibly wide discretion to target and harass historically excluded peoples. Of

course, Queer populations were not the only group targeted by police. As the gay

liberation movement started to grow and “while police abuse criminal laws, such as

those against public indecency and lewd acts, to harass white gays and lesbians,

African-Americans endured brutal treatment simply for being black” (Stewart-Winter

2015).

Historical policy targeting minorities enforced by police isn’t simply an event of

the past, but rather adds to the current crisis in policing today. Current perceptions of

police today account for the second external issue of the crisis in American policing.
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Queer perceptions of police across the United States remain low. According to a

Roadmap for Change, “transgender people of color in particular are three times more

likely to be victims of harassment and assault than non-transgender people. According

to the national coalition of anti-violence programs, 48% of survivors who reported the

violence to the police reported incidences of police misconduct” (2014). Given both the

historical harassment and the current reports of misconduct, it is no surprise to scholars

that marginalized victims of violence are too afraid of police or have a negative view of

police and therefore do not report these incidents. The Movement Advancement Project

in 2016 published a report in which researchers cemented this ill perception of police

through statistical models showing Queer people being overly policed, using current

laws to criminalize existence. They do this by drawing attention to underlying issues of

societal and familial stigmatization, which in turn pushes already excluded populations

into an even worse position. Fridell (2007), finds negative stereotyping, even knowledge

of a negative stereotype is a path to implicit bias against a certain population, meaning

a clear negative intention is not needed because “implicit bias, like explicit bias, can

produce discriminatory actions (pg. 1). Often times, Queer populations lose familial

support and must then fight on the streets for survival as the report indicates, turning to

survival economics and even participating in victimless crimes such as sex work. This

survival work is then imprinted on the minds of the public and an implicit bias based on

a stereotype of all Queer people being sex crazed is created within law enforcement

officers.

Queer populations are not alone in holding negative perceptions of police. Black

Americans, according to Desmond et al (2016), also carry a negative perception of
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police, both because of historical policies, but also due to present situations. They find

“negative encounters with law-enforcement, as well as high profile cases of police

misconduct, contribute to the spread of legal cynicism within black communities” (pg.

858). In regard to hesitancy in reporting crimes, they find that one single high-profile

case of police brutality against a black American greatly affects the number of reports

called into 911:

“The effect of police violence and Citizen crime reporting documented in the

study is considerably lengthy by comparison. This indicates a high-profile case of

excessive police force constitutes a severe breach in the social contract that

exists between citizens and the criminal justice system. That breach is so sudden

and violent when unarmed black men are beaten or killed that virtually no

institutional response, from public apologies to sanctioning offending officers, can

swiftly repair it.”

There are numerous devastating effects to these high-profile cases of police misconduct

against unarmed black Americans aside from creating negative perceptions within the

community. When the public fears the only instrument or tool to stop crime, and when

victims fear the only mechanism to receive justice, that doesn’t only delegitimize the

institution of law enforcement, but “by driving down 911 calls, thwart the suppression of

law breaking, obstruct the application of justice, and ultimately make cities as a whole,

in the black community in particular, less safe” (pg. 870). The institution erected for the

purpose of protecting and serving the community from crime becomes one of the

causes for crime and violence to flourish.

The last external issue of the crisis in American policing is the sheer volume of

tasks and responsibilities law enforcement have in their jobs. In July of 2016, Dallas

Police Chief David Brown said in a speech that police in America are doing too much
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and that policing was not meant to be a remedy for societal problems. In comparison to

other public facing public servants, such as EMT operators and clinical social workers,

police have very little professionalization in their career. Policing does require training,

but unlike other public servants, a certified degree in a particular field is not required.

This is a critical point due to the fact that law enforcement is called into situations

regarding hate crimes, addiction, mental health, rape and sexual assault, and

homelessness to name but a few. Without the comprehensive expertise in these

incredibly complicated contextual social issues, law enforcement can’t solve any of

these issues, they can only manage them.

Issues of homelessness, addiction, and poverty are not social ills law

enforcement officers are trained to combat especially when populations most affected

by these epidemics are the other. Herbert et al (2018), reveals this in their work on the

styles of policing most adopted throughout the United States. Defining these styles as

aggressive patrol and coercive benevolence. An examination of each reveals a troubling

pattern, police do not have the tools, resources, and professional training to engage

with populations experiencing systemic problems. Aggressive patrol simply relies on an

ancient premise from the Warring States period of China, where philosopher Han Fei

Tze believed the best way to correct bad behavior was through aggressive punishment

of the people. The negative consequences, aggressive punishment, and brutal tactics

would be efficacious in preventing bad behavior. This approach is very similar to

aggressive patrol as the goal is “to apprehend criminal offenders so regularly that

widespread deterrence would take hold” (pg. 1496). However, individuals on the street,

who are experiencing homelessness, addiction, and extreme poverty oftentimes
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struggle with some sort of mental illness to which aggressive patrolling would do nothing

to alleviate the problems they face.

Similarly, coercive benevolence policing is not an effective tool for engaging with

these populations either. Critical analysis would find coercive benevolence is simply

aggressive patrolling repackaged, but the threat of negative sanctions remains high. In

this method, “rather than primarily banish, incapacitate, or eliminate problematic

populations, coercive benevolence uses police interventions and legal punishments to

help ‘improve poor people’ by trying to compel them to engage in self-help and reform,”

(pg. 1500). This method gives the appearance of a carrot and stick model, but the stick

is still ever present with its threat. Not only that, but this modeling of policing assumes

that individuals who are suffering from long term systemic issues, mental illness, and

addiction are able to make a rational choice and weigh the costs and benefits to the

options law enforcement are presenting them. The psychological burden that rests upon

these populations makes rational choice theory irrelevant and data proves this because

this “model appears to have little to no effect on crime” (pg. 1502).

Though intertwined with issues of mental health and addiction, homelessness is

a major issue for many historically excluded populations, particularly Queer people. As

the Movement Advancement Project (2016) and A Roadmap for Change (2014)

illustrate, Queer people are often pushed out by their own family members at a young

age due to their identity, eliminating virtually all support systems. Homelessness due to

familial and societal rejection leaves vulnerable populations in precarious and untenable

conditions, forcing them to make impossible decisions such as engaging in survival

economics or quite literally die. Law enforcement agents are simply not trained to
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understand historical marginalization and its compounding effects, nor are they given

the tools needed to alleviate individuals pushed into these situations.

It has been established that police when called in or on patrol do not have the

training needed to handle such engagements with addiction, homelessness, and mental

illness, but what about cases where marginalized populations or victims report to police

directly in cases such as domestic violence, rape, and hate crimes? Bell (2002), in

Policing Hatred exposes the lack of training needed for officers investigating hate

crimes, making justice for victims of hate crimes more difficult to receive. Putting the

interpretation of hate crime statutes on the shoulders of law enforcement creates two

different examples of the lack of police training needed to effectively enforce hate crime

law. The first is law enforcement’s lack of statute interpretational knowledge. To know

the law is one thing but interpreting the law to determine if one has violated it is another.

The second is law enforcement’s lack of educational training on marginalization in the

United States. Bell finds several examples of police investigations that did not result in

hate crimes being violated because of their lack of knowledge on victimization. One

officer determined the use of a racialized expletive in addition to the threat of violence

could not be racially motivated because “this is just part of living in that neighborhood”

(pg. 65).

Such a lack of training on issues of hate crime interpretation as well as a lack of

training on the systemic oppression, discrimination, and violence marginalized

populations face every day create an environment where victims refuse to report. Israel

et al. (2016), epitomizes this in relation to Queer people:

“Sexual minority individuals experience higher than average rates of bullying in

schools and verbal harassment and violence in public spaces which are under
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the protection of LEP. LGB people may seek out the support of LEP when

victimized by crime such as theft, vandalism, assault, sexual assault, and

intimate partner violence. In addition, minority stress experienced by LGB people

can heighten risk for issues such as drug and alcohol abuse, which could

increase contact between LGB people and LEP. Further, due to a variety of

factors, including rejection by family of origin, homelessness, employment

discrimination, and limited health insurance coverage, transgender people and

LGBTQ youth may practice sex work for economic survival and for gaining

access to hormonal or surgical treatments related to gender identity and

therefore have a greater interaction with police” (pg. 174).

To serve diverse populations, investigate crimes perpetrated against them, and help

administer justice, law enforcement must have the training, tools, and resources to be

effective public servants. In the current system of training, law enforcement on multiple

occasions supplant their interpretation of an event onto the victim. This belittles the

victim and their experience, resulting in marginalized populations losing respect for the

institution, which in turn delegitimizes the work and criminalizes the other.

In cases of domestic violence and sexual assault, law enforcement’s lack of

professional training paired with their wide discretion allows perpetrators of violence to

continue harming. Revisiting Walker (1993), wide discretion gives officers the chance to

impose their view on a sexual assault or domestic abuse case, in one instance, “officers

defined the problem as a private matter. In the worst manifestation of this attitude,

officers adopted the sexist view that violence by husbands against their wives was not a

crime” (pg. 34). This law enforcement belief has roots dating back to the colonial era, as

Block (2006) illustrates women had to meet a very specific set of criteria for their rape or

sexual assault to be legitimate by police such as screaming for help, reporting

immediately, having injuries, and no previous interaction with her rapist. Law
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enforcement claimed a woman’s “accusation was suspect until she could prove

otherwise” and if the victim was married, and could not prove otherwise, she could be

charged with a crime (pg. 131). Women have further reason to distrust police as Purvis

and Blanco (2020) found “one six-year study conducted between 2009 and 2014

revealed that nearly one thousand police officers nationwide lost their licenses as a

result of sexual violence allegations (pg. 1494). Furthermore, they found police sexual

violence “disproportionately affects women of color” (pg. 1496).

The title of police officer comes with inherent political power over non law

enforcement populations along with the state sanctioned ability to carry firearms and

other weaponry to illustrate a physical power as well. Historical policies at all levels of

government have criminalized the other, those who are non-white, queer, and female.

An organization with such power only being composed of cis-heterosexual white men

for centuries creates a binary system of power that elevates white heterosexist

masculinity. Even systemic issues that might permeate the demographics of race, sex,

sexual orientation, and gender identity such as poverty, homelessness, and addiction

tend to target the other. Through a criminalization of the other, law enforcement

historically creates a binary where white heterosexist masculinity is equated to power

over others.  Even in areas such as mental health, addiction, homelessness, sexual

assault, rape, or violent hate crimes, all of which affect non-white, queer, and non- male

populations more, it is clear law enforcement training as it is currently set up, is not up

to par with the challenges and responsibilities police are asked to take on. In addition to

the ineptness, white heterosexist masculinity continues to reproduce itself in its

organization setting over time, thus prolonging the crisis further.
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Internal Issues: Diversification’s Inability to Reform

In addition to external issues, law enforcement as an institution faces

organizational challenges internally that contribute to the crisis of American policing.

Within the organization, law enforcement faces issues with their profession be catered

toward those with the most privilege, cisgender straight white men, resulting in issues of

discrimination and harassment, as well as new policy or training being ignored. Sparrow

(2016) in his analysis of police officer shootings emphasizes the demographics of those

killings being an issue. Miles-Johnson (2016) illustrates the demographic issue

emphasizing the male aspect to police departments stating, “the male-dominated police

training facility helps shape in-group membership of police officers” (pg. 113). When

there is a strong in-group culture, specifically in law enforcement, it creates a strong

sense of “us versus them” mentality. This dynamic grows exponentially as Skolnick

(2011) describes a police officer’s working personality stating, “reports of police chiefs

indicate that police typically perceive the citizenry to be hostile to them” (pg. 57). If there

is an insulated straight white male culture within law enforcement, where the nature of

the job psychologically pits public servants against citizens, then it is no surprise that

studies point to disproportionate policing against minorities.

Sklansky (2006), in his study of the diversification of police departments over the

last few decades finds increases of non-white, non-male, and even non-straight officers.

He concludes, “the continued diversification of law-enforcement workplaces deserves

more attention as a key component of police reform, and that what the integration has

already accomplished and prompt reconsideration of avenues of reform previously

thought to dangerous because of solidarity and insularity of the police” (pg. 1235).
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Though this diversification is indeed a component of progress for the institution of

policing, it is not a silver bullet as Miles-Johnson reports, “police maintain and reinforce

in-group membership and in group identity by self-categorizing themselves in ways that

favored the police as an in-group, at the expense of others that they considered to be

out-group” (pg. 114). Bluntly stated, the organizational culture of policing and the

creation of a police identity is strong enough to cancel out increased diversification,

meaning minority officers will begin to identify more with dominant culture of policing

(straight, white, and male) than their own minority identity.

Rabe-Hemp (2007) provides a powerful example of this identity crisis for minority

officers in her work on women in policing. She finds that women officers are often in

constant negotiation with their identity as a woman as well as their identity as a police

officer. This conflict of identity is seen on multiple fronts such as promotions within the

department and acceptance from male colleagues. All female officers in this study

experienced some form of discrimination until they exhibited one of three mechanisms

“to gain status: through a violent show of force; through achieving a rank that demanded

respect; or by being unique or different from male officers” (pg. 261). Barratt et al.

(2014) performed a study on women in law enforcement and they found “that masculine

women would be perceived to have greater capacity for success in law enforcement

because they better match the law enforcement ideal, which is masculine itself” (pg.

28). Regardless of gender diversification, masculinity is still the organizational norm.

Other scholars looking into the status of women in law enforcement not only find

a pattern of masculinity, but a particular form of masculinity that is incredibly violent in

practice. Prokos and Padavic (2002) analyzed the masculinity in law enforcement and
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state, “while police culture, like the culture of many other male-dominated occupations,

defines itself through masculinity, it is perhaps the association not only with masculinity,

but also with violence, that leads men to resist women in policing” (pg. 455). This

violence is not confined to the wall of a police department, but extends inside the homes

of police officers off duty. Goodmark (2016) finds that “officer-involved domestic violence

emerges out of a particular culture, the highly masculinized world of policing” and “the

world of policing not only tolerates, but encourages, the kinds of attitudes and behaviors

that undergird intimate partner abuse” (pg. 1183). In regard to women in policing

Silvestri (2020) finds “despite the presence and participation of women within policing

for well over a century now, policing continues to remain the preserve of (white) men

and there is no evidence of a fully integrated police organization where women

represent 50% of the officer workforce and enjoy equivalent share of the full range of

roles and ranks within the police hierarchy” (pg. 290).

Female officers are not alone in their need to shed aspects of their identity, as

Skolnick (2011) describes:

“An African-American civil rights advocate became a police officer with the

conviction that by doing so he would be aiding the cause of impartial

administration of law for African-Americans. For him, however, this outside

rationale was not enough to sustain him in administering a system of laws that

depends for its impartiality on a reasonable measure of social and economic

equality among the citizenry. This recruit identified with the black community. He

challenged directives of the department; the department claimed his efficiency

was impaired. He resigned under pressure in his rookie year” (pg. 55).
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Despite the diversification of law enforcement agencies, the power of an agency’s

culture and catering toward masculine straight white males can work against said

diversification efforts.

External policies created an in group for white heterosexual men in police

organizations. Queer populations do not fit societal expectations, for example,

masculinity for gay men or femininity for lesbian women. Choosing to come out of the

closet and live authentically for Queer officers brings forth a contentious personal battle.

Many lesbian and gay officers choose to stay closeted, acting as heterosexual in order

to maintain a masculine image for themselves. Collins and Rocco (2015) find that “gay

men in law enforcement need to follow rules of engagement,” which refer to

“unspoken-but-understood guidelines” for career survival (pg. 301). This career survival

comes due to the ever-powerful presence of the white heterosexist masculinity that is

present within the organization of law enforcement. Rumens and Broomfield (2011)

illustrate in their work “a general consensus among scholars that employment of

lesbians and gay men in the police represents a threat to the gendered characteristics

of police work” (pg. 286). If scholars outside of the agency can come to such a

conclusion, the habitus, performativity, or organizational culture must be more influential

within the department, causing more queer officers to stay closeted.

Several studies illustrate the same consensus among various queer officers

regarding their choice to come out at work. Miller et al. (2003) found officers held “fears

about coworker and supervisor hostilities, termination, loss of promotional opportunity,

or denial of backup lead” (pg. 361). Collins and Rocco (2018) found “motives for staying

in the closet were primarily connected to two work-related concerns stemming from a
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heteronormative context: 1) internalized fears about being fired or not being promoted

and 2) questions of relevancy of gay identity to the performance of job tasks” (pg. 284).

According to Charles and Rouse Arndt (2013) those officers who did choose to come

out report that “experiences of homophobia strongly affected their personal career

satisfaction” (pg. 1178). And those who choose to stay closeted, according to Collins

(2016) do so because “prior scholarship…indicates homophobia as one of the primary

perceived reasons gay officers have for staying in the closet” (pg. 38). Myers et al.

(2004) sum up the experience in the following manner:

“The masculinist, homophobic police culture continues to put pressure on its

officers. The lesbian and gay officers in this study were constantly on stage: while

managing their gender displays on the job, they simultaneously monitored their

displays of sexuality. Heterogendered prejudices made and already stressful job

more difficult for lesbian and gays” (pg. 34).

Law enforcement holds a critical role in the United States’ criminal justice

system. It is the first point of contact for victims of traumatic violence and given the

rising numbers, most victims of this violence are historically marginalized groups with a

less than stellar relationship with police. Instituting new policy, increasing the number of

minority officers, and additional training alone cannot be seen as the silver bullet

solution to the crisis in American policing. As Miles-Johnson (2016) states, “changing

the frequency and content of police training procedures may help improve the quality of

interaction between transgender people in the police, this can occur only if the influence

of police culture and heteronormative norms against expressions of gender identity is

challenged.” (pg. 129). One can substitute “transgender” with any other minority group

and come to the same conclusion. Internal police culture can be a poison that inhibits
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the ability for reform to take hold and increase public safety concerns for the entire

community.

Discussion: External Pressure Creates Policy Changes

Historical polices and laws targeted certain marginalized communities for extra

scrutiny, such as battered, sexually assaulted, and raped women and in other instances

the law specifically criminalized others such as communities of color and queer

populations. By simply creating a governmental bureaucratic agency composed of

heterosexual white men, an in-group demographic was established. An increase in

demographic diversification can be seen within law enforcement agencies across the

United States. Women officers, officers of color, and queer officers are all present in

uniform. Despite this progress, the organizational culture surrounding the identity of a

police officer and the culture created within the department still promotes and maintains

white heterosexist masculinity rooted in power and violence.

Throughout this report, scholars have indicated both advances and barriers

within the law enforcement organization. Sparrow (2016), Bell (2002), Miles-Johnson

(2016), and Kubiak et al. (2017) focus on barriers of professionalization through

resistance to training, lack of understanding of marginalized communities, and outright

rejection of outsiders providing feedback. On the other side, Klinger (2012), and Israel

et al. (2015) point to methods of training being utilized to advance police knowledge and

professionalization as they interact with diverse populations. However, despite these

advances in internal training, the organizational culture of white heterosexist masculinity

continues to reproduce itself in manners like Bourdieu’s conceptualization of habitus.
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For hundreds of years the police agency comprised of white heterosexual men, creating

an in-group and an out-group.

The pseudo military style of ranking is another example of the creation of the

white heterosexist masculinity built on violence. Just like policing, the military also

exudes an ethos of masculine dominant violence, after all, war and military conflict is

typically won through violence, not harm reduction tactics. A military style ranking

system inhibits the ability for new blood, better ideas, and dynamic leadership from

taking hold of the highest positions of law enforcement. Hierarchy, rank, power, all of

these contribute to a structure of masculinity that closes ranks and cements itself in the

organizational culture.

This style of ranking also prevents specialization from developing in departments

to ensure the most qualified and highly trained are given the responsibility of interacting

with marginalized groups. For instance, in the case of discretion, Walker (1993), found

many law enforcement officers chalked up domestic violence, sexual assault, and rape

to private matters rather than crimes. Bell (2002) found many officers didn’t fully

understand at best, or blatantly ignored hate crimes at worst resulting in many victims

not being taken seriously and being denied their chance to receive justice. Police

departments, regardless of their level of demographic diversification cannot identify with

the diverse populations they serve. Diverse officers not understanding diverse

community members is illustrative of the powerful grip white heterosexist masculinity

has on law enforcement and an example of Butler’s performativity. Black officers,

women officers, and queer officers all subscribing to that white heterosexist masculinity

without consciously meaning to allowing it to reproduce itself over time.
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Internal police reform through diversification practices, militaristic style ranking,

and additional police academy training alone cannot reform the organizational culture.

Diversity alone does not break the repetitious production elevating white heterosexist

masculinity. In other words, internal policies will not break the habitus within law

enforcement. If there is to be mitigation and reform of police department culture,

performativity, or habitus, it must come from external sources such as state and federal

legislative regulations and municipal ordinances. In addition to specific legislative

regulations on the profession itself, external activism can push new laws to reverse the

over policing of certain communities, which represents a pattern of criminalizing the

other, a tactic to assist in the creation of an in-group and out-group.

Just as the Movement Advance Project (2016), and A Roadmap for Change

(2014), indicate, there are legislative policy changes that need to occur to decriminalize

the Queer community. Due to familial and social stigma associated with Queer

identities, many have to resort to survival economics, such as sex work. Sex work is

largely a victimless crime and therefore should be decriminalized to stop the

overrepresentation of Queer sex workers in the criminal justice system. Sex workers are

often victims of exploitation due to the criminalization of the industry, meaning sex

workers seek protection from the law in order to continue to work. Decriminalizing sex

work can have a profound impact on the way in which sex workers operate in the

industry, freeing them from needing protection of the law and bringing the industry out

from the shadows where exploitation occurs most often.

Systemic societal issues where the government has failed such as mental illness,

homelessness, and drug addiction should stop being criminalized. In many cases,
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experiencing one of these increases the likelihood of experiencing others. Herbert,

Beckett, and Stuart (2018), illustrate the different police approaches to handling

individuals experiencing these issues finding even in the best police departments, the

issue is managed rather than solved. Expanded social services designed to aid those

suffering from mental illness, treat those with addiction, and ending homelessness will

be a far better use of government resources than attempting to criminalize people for

experiencing crises they have no power to control. These are not public safety crises;

they are public health crises, and they need to be framed in such a manner if progress

is to be made in alleviating them. Criminalizing poverty, often experienced by

communities of color, women, and queer populations only adds to the in-group

out-group mentality linked to white heterosexist masculinity in law enforcement.

Yet, some departments are experimenting with community partnerships which

show the most promise in alleviating the social ills that plague the most vulnerable on

the streets and at the same time, provide current officers on the beat external insights

and training not associated with the academy. Rather than extreme punishment, the

goal is not necessarily to eliminate “bad behavior” as much as it is to minimize, isolate,

and keep it under control. Utilizing collaboration with clinical social work nonprofit

experts, Seattle Police implemented a harm reduction model where instead of

threatening incarceration or negative sanctions, police referred those fighting addiction

to a program that assisted in harm reduction, rather than coercion to abstinence. Rather

than take a binary approach of eliminating behavior or face punishment, law

enforcement instead, through partnerships with experts created an environment where
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those battling addiction, mental illness, and extreme poverty are not punished for factors

outside their control.

This is not the only case of police relying on experts to assist in their work

regarding mental health. Crisis Intervention Team models have increased across the

United States to help officers when confronted with populations suffering from mental

illness. According to Watson and Fulambarker (2013), “the crisis intervention team is an

organizational and community intervention that involves changes in Police Department

procedures as well as collaboration with mental health providers and other community

stakeholders” (pg. 73). Early data and analysis of these CIT trained departments

illustrate positive results with “reduced arrests and increased safety and diversion to

mental health services” (pg. 75). Kubiak et al. (2017), found similar results in their CIT

analysis, where success “requires key law enforcement and mental health stakeholders

to continually dialogue to establish and maintain the program, most often through an

advisory board comprised of administrators in both systems, to help integrate the

differing perspectives in each field and problem solve across systems” (pg. 466). These

collaborations and CIT models are not only successful in managing mental health and

addiction, but these models also assist in the mitigation of the white heterosexist

masculinity rooted in violence by blurring the in-group out-group lines which insulated

law enforcement.

Given the crisis in policing as well, one would expect law enforcement agencies

to have an intricate highly developed system of accountability for wrongdoing and

misbehavior. Helsby et al. (2018) establishes the concept of early intervention systems

(EIS) to help deter and prevent adverse officer citizen interactions. Their study
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compared the results of an in-house agency EIS system with additional models. In all

cases including the in-house model, the results indicated with accuracy the number of

officers flagged for adverse interactions. These algorithmic systems hold promise in

instituting reforms to decrease the number of adverse incidents between citizens and

officers. Incidents that become highly publicized and create negative perceptions of law

enforcement agencies. However, within the study of these algorithmic systems is a

human flaw, “EIS flags will go to a supervisor at headquarters, who will conduct a

preliminary review before deciding whether to forward the flag to the officer’s direct

supervisor” (pg. 203). Regardless of whether the early intervention system flags an

officer, the internal agency itself still holds the final say to agree or disagree. EIS is

instituted across jurisdictions to help identify problem officers and to reduce the number

of adverse incidents they have with the public. However, due to the lack of

accountability found in law enforcement agencies, it is impossible to determine if these

systems are used ethically if an internal supervisor holds the ability to disagree for

whatever reason they seem fit. Even when utilizing more accurate systems to flag

officers, without a mandatory reporting policy that is practically enforced, these

intervention methods are still handled internally. To reconceptualize the organizational

culture within law enforcement, the duty of oversight must be given to an agency or

entity outside of the law enforcement organization.

After any adverse incident regarding an officer and an individual within a

historically excluded community occurs, calls for additional training soon follow. Israel et

al. (2015) conducted a study revealing the effect of LGBTQ affirming training for officers

on the community. Their conclusion states, “current findings support the use of such
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scenario-based trainings, which may enhance officers’ abilities to use such skills on the

job, as well as trainers’ and colleagues’ ability to provide LEP with feedback on their use

of different tactics in various situation involving LGBTQ citizens,” (pg. 179). Training and

professional development should be a core component to any public service career

such as policing, but there are challenges to instituting training when it comes to the

power of organizational culture. Miles-Johnson (2016) provides insight when analyzing

the resistance of officers to transgender focused training. Among the officers there were

clear transphobic remarks made during the training and clear unwillingness to attempt

to understand the life of trans people leading to the conclusion that “such perceptions

increase the likelihood that contact between police and transgender people will have

negative outcomes,” (pg. 129). This ingrained cemented culture is not an isolated

incident, Kubiak et al. (2017) in their study of crisis intervention training for officers

found “one officer believe that mental illness did not really exist, that the behavior

exhibited was just “bad behavior” or related to substance misuse,” (pg. 463). There is no

question law enforcement practices change with time, however, the white heterosexist

masculinity continues to dominate, and reproduce itself over time and across

departments. Such an insulated closing of the ranks cannot be assigned with the

responsibility of self-reform. External pressures and regulations need to be applied.

Conclusion: Future Implications

The nature of police work can vary dramatically depending on the jurisdiction;

both partisan and organizational politics can play a crucial role in how police officers

respond to certain societal woes. Scholars interested in police reform, police relations to

marginalized communities, and overall community perceptions of police will need to pay
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particular attention to the decentralized nature of police departments. Through an

incorporation of organizational culture and institutional theory, Butler’s concept of

performativity, and Bourdieu’s concept of habitus, this paper sought to establish a white

heterosexist masculinity within law enforcement. First through a historical look into the

laws, policies, and treatment by police (composed solely of white heterosexual men)

toward the other, thereby criminalizing their existence and creating an in-group

out-group environment. This history changed over time and internal diversification

reforms in hiring practices allowed for communities of color, women, and queer

populations to join the ranks. Despite this demographic progress, the cult of white

heterosexist masculinity rooted in violence endured and continues to reproduce itself.

There is a crisis in American policing; one that has led to numerous community

voices calling for structural reform, defunding, and even complete abolition. Recent

ballot initiatives in Minneapolis to abolish police failed leaving the institution intact, but

community trust greatly diminished. Some departments have done better in improving

their relations to the community through effective training protocols, increased diversity

of department demographics, and community organization collaborations.

Organizational culture, performativity, or the habitus of law enforcement has a profound

effect on the ability to institute reforms, implement new policies, and update training

protocols for officers. Sparrow (2016) states “police ought, then, to be keenly interested

in and grateful for the truth social science method makes available” referring to scholarly

work on law enforcement with the hopes of improvement (pg. 131). However, referring

to Skolnick’s “us versus them” mentality, police culture often refuses to take any type of

considerations for reforms from outside their field. Until external mechanisms are
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utilized to force reforms and oversight on police departments, the white heterosexist

masculinity rooted in violence will continue to permeate the field, and reproduce itself

without any officer’s conscious intention, deepening the mistrust between historically

excluded populations.
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